Research carried out
by Campden BRI has
shown that superchilling can safely extend the shelf life
of chilled foods without any loss of
sensory quality. Superchilling
reduces the temperature of food
products to around -2°C so they
become partially frozen. The products are stored at that temperature
until being released into the chill
chain.
The greatest extension in shelf life
was achieved with prawns. The laboratory research showed that
superchilling could increase the shelf
life of cook-chill prawns to 22 days.
This offers a potential 120% increase
on the 10 day chilled shelf life subject to the protocol being implemented commercially. Campden BRI
also looked at the effects of superchilling on poultry and gammon.
“Superchilling is not a novel technique. It is used on an ad-hoc basis
to build stock in times of high
demand, such as Christmas or a
‘barbecue’ weekend,” Dr Greg
Jones, a microbiologist at Campden
BRI and the project coordinator,
told International Food Hygiene.
“Up until now there has been little
data to support its use more widely

and little information on the impact
of its wider use on product safety.
Our research shows that it can be
used to extend shelf life without
compromising the quality or safety
of these products.” In addition to
extending shelf life, Campden BRI
has demonstrated that superchilling
can also reduce energy use and
waste. Campden BRI calculated the
energy required to produce and distribute both superchilled and chilled
farmed salmon.
Although superchilling fish requires
more energy during manufacture,
more fish can be packed into each
vehicle – because superchilling
negates the need for ice during
transportation – so fewer journeys
are required. The extended storage
life also provides the opportunity to
make chilled product to stock rather
than to order, limiting waste from
over-production that is not immediately dispatched.
Campden BRI carried out the
research as part of a defra-funded
project in conjunction with industrial
partners Marks and Spencer, Pinguin
Foods, Lyons Seafoods, The Scottish
Salmon Company, Tulip and Moy
Park.
b information@campdenbri.co.uk

Measure tension on
turn and spiral belts

systems running hassle free.” Tug
Tester measures tangential tension
by tier as belts cycle through systems. It can be used on various belt
loads up to 1,000lb with measurements provided every two seconds
for up to 20 hours at -10F.
Tug Tester is approved for use at
operating temperatures from -40F
to 120F.
Sold as a multi-component system,
Tug Tester includes a belt loading
mechanism, rechargeable lithium ion
battery and charger, software discs
and necessary pins, adaptors and
cables. Each unit includes a manual
and carrying case.
b sales@cambridge-es.com

Cambridge Engineered Solutions has
introduced a proprietary measuring
system called Tug Tester to help
customers obtain accurate tension
readings on turn and spiral cage conveyor belts commonly used during
the cooling and freezing stages of
bakery and food processing.
The system, which uploads data
and tracks changes on a PC, is available for purchase to provide daily
plant monitoring. Cambridge representatives will also visit bakeries and
food processing plants to demonstrate Tug Tester and administer an
initial test at no charge.
“Over tensioning of turn and spiral
cage belts can result in catastrophic
failures that lead to significant downtime and losses,” Bob Maine,
Cambridge Director of Engineering,
told International Food Hygiene.
“With Tug Tester, plants can monitor their belts and perform necessary maintenance to keep their
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Prevention is
better than cure

Regulators around the world require
food producers to adopt preventative
systems to manage hazards and risks
to ensure public health. Formal food
safety and quality systems benefit
food suppliers and processors by
protecting their business and
consumers. Implementation also
leads to improvements in productivity,
quality, consistency and shelf life,
generating significant financial
savings. The cost of failure is high,
from product downgrade/rework ($),
product recall/restocking penalties/
brand devaluation ($$), sickness or
even death, and litigation and
imprisonment ($$$).
Underpinning these management
systems are good manufacturing
practices and pre-requisite programs
such as sanitation and hygiene
procedures that are considered
fundamental frontline defences.
Industrial food processing is
mechanised and very efficient
running >14 hours per day with
between-shift cleaning and intensive
overnight sanitation.
Verification of hygienic status after
cleaning is essential for quality and
safety but also to maximise efficiency,
reduce wear and tear and maintenance. This requires rapid measurement systems such as ATP
bioluminescence which is widely
accepted, and recommended, and is
the method of choice for many food
manufacturers. The technology is cost
effective, simple and easy to use at
the point of use and has a wide range
of applications. Its benefits include:
l Direct measurement of product
residue giving objective meaningful
data that improves communication,
understanding and engagement of
sanitation teams.
l Results in 15 seconds permitting
immediate corrective action such as
re-cleaning. Rapid results also enable
fast trace-back and troubleshooting
to quickly identify and prevent problems from escalating out of control.
l Improved cleaning efficiency and

optimisation of resources, time and
chemicals giving savings of 25-50%.
l Reduced risk of cross contamination, downgrades or rejected product.
l Generation of data that provides
evidence of due diligence for auditors
and trend analysis for continuous
improvement.
Microbiology tests are used to
measure surface hygiene (disinfection) but they only measure bacteria
and provide an indirect assessment of
cleaning. Bacteria tests are expensive
giving results in days, which can be
prolonged further if testing is contracted out to an external laboratory.
Consequently, using the ATP technology gives additional complementary
information about hygiene and risk
enabling rapid response, better
control and by bringing testing inhouse also reduces costs.
The rapid ATP hygiene test measures ATP from all sources which is
mostly derived from food residues.
This application is not a replacement
bacteria test, however there is a
correlation between the two methods
primarily because both product
residues and microbes are simultaneously removed by the cleaning
processes.
A study of the cleaning of 465 milk
haulage tankers was conducted and
six internal sampling areas were
compared using both the traditional
microbiological methods and the
rapid ATP test. The following
conclusions were drawn:
l The microbiological method
produced a false view of the hygienic
status of surfaces.
l The ATP test method gave a good
indication of cleanliness.
l Implementation of the routine ATP
test improved tanker cleaning by 77%
as shown by a reduction in failure
rates from 30 to 7% (see Fig. 1).
For the assurance of quality and
safety, it is essential to deploy
preventative measures and reap the
benefits with timely effective
monitoring systems.

Fig. 1. Rapid ATP hygiene monitoring of milk tanker cleanliness.
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Superchilling for shelf life

“An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure.”
Benjamin Franklin
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